
Misc. Organic
Chemistry

Elimination

Happens when the nucleophile
attacks hydrogen rather than carbon

E2 mechanism

The nucleophile acts as a base

The new PI bond is formed by the overlap of the C-H
SIGMA orbital with the C-Br SIGMA* antibonding oribtal

The bonds must therefore be opposite each
other - antiperiplanar

Both are involved in the rate determining step, and the second equation is therefore second order

E1 mechanism

Like SN1, this proceeds through a
carbocation intermediate

The rate determining step is unimolecular, so the rate equation is first order

This does not require a strong base, and is not dependent on [B]

Substitution vs. Elimination
STRONGER BASES favour ELIMINATION [attack at hydrogen and not carbon]

BULKIER NUCLEOPHILES favour ELIMINATION [too bulky to attack at crowded carbon]

Misc. examples

Tertiary
butoxide Common  reagent to favour elimination

Very bulky

100% elimination

Acid catalysed
dehydration of alcohol

First protonate OH group to make it a better leaving group

Then, E1 occurs with water as the
base [strength of base matters not]

Can only work if the alcohol is 2ary or 3ary

This stabilises the carbocation

We usually use H3PO4 or HClO4 so that the conjugate
base doesn't act as a competing nucleophile

Elimination of a tosylate
(OTs) to synthesise alkenes

In case we don't want to boil our compound in
acid [e.g. other functional groups to disrupt]

Therefore, we first treat alcohol with TsCl
and pyridine, followed by a bulky base

Subtopic

-OTs is an excellent leaving group

The mechanism for the second step is E2

Hofmann elimination

Used to eliminate 3ary amines
Appalling leaving groups

Can't protonate, because a
base is needed for elimination

We use quaternary ammonium salts as good leaving groups

The second step needs heating
Electrophilic
attack on C=C

The C=C bond is electron rich and is a soft nucleophile

Reaction with
soft electrophile

For example, reaction with Br2 (classic test)

Br only adds trans - on opposite faces of the double bond

Mechanism

Forming a
bromonium ion

Filled PI orbital in alkene (HOMO)
interacts with Br-Br SIGMA* (LUMO)

The attack is in the middle of the PI bond

The resulting bronomium ion is unstable,
but real 3-membered ring intermediate

Subtopic

Reaction
continues

The bromonium is an electrophile

Reacts with the bromine ion (or
any other nucleophile present)

Standard SN2

HOMO is the lone pair on Br-

LUMO is C-Br sigma* in
one of the two C-Br bonds
of the strained ring

For maximum overlap

Nucleophile must approach
opposite the leaving group

This, indeed, forms trans
geometry - strong evidence

If other nucleophiles are
present, they can also attack

e.g.: if we use bromine water

High concentration of water in second step

BROMOHYDRIN therefore produced

Reaction with
hard electrophile

For example, HBr

Mechanism

Electrophilic
attack of H-Br

Forms a carbocation and Br-

Only works if we have good
sigma stabilisation

Br- attacks the carbocation

Unsymmetrical alkenes

The carbocation only forms at the most substituted carbon

This gives rise to the most stable intermediate, and therefore
the lowest activation energy to get to that intermediate

The reaction is said to be REGIOSELECTIVE

This also applies to other species

For example, water, when
hydrating alkenes with dilute acid

H3O+ will add to the bond

But the original carbocation will only
form at the most substituted carbon

Other things affect
the regioselectivity

The carbocation will form closest to the Ph group

The benzylic group stabilises it

-Br therefore attaches near the Ph group

Relative rates

The more substituted the alkene the faster it reacts

Reflects two effects

Increased electron donating character
of alkyl groups = higher energy HOMO

More sigma stabilisation of cationic intermediate

Also, other stabilisations

Expoxide chemistry

These are 3-membered ring cyclic ethers

Formation

via bromohydrins

Treat the bromohydrin with a base

A competing reaction is possible -
nucleophlic displacment of the Br

There is an intermollecular
substitution reaction

The O- attacks the Br carbon
and displaces the Br

The stereochemistry of the molecule
is perfect for a backside approach

This inolves the elimination of Br-,
and leaves the oxygen sticking up

Single-step
epoxidation

Better method involves single-step
oxidation of alkenes

PERACIDS are the most commonly
used epoxidizing agents

The O-O bond is rather weak

Electrophilic at oxygen

LUMO of the peracid is the
SIGMA* of the O-O

The most commonly used one is m-CPBA
(meta-ChloroPeroxyBenzoicAcid

Mechanism

The HOMO is the filled PI orbital

The centre of the bond attacks
the O-O SIGMA* of the peracid

This implies a highly oganised transition state

The O is most likely to form "sticking out" of
the most unhindered side of the molecule

Reactivity

Highly strained rings - reactive - synthetically useful ethers

Can be opened by SN2 attack by nucleophilesOH-, R-NH2, RO-

Nucleophile attacks at 180 degrees to the leaving
group [from the back of the molecule]

This leaves us with 1,2, trans stereochemistry
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